IT IS POSSIBLE TO START FROM
SCRATCH WITH NO BACKGROUND IN
COACHING OR HEALING AND BECOME
A CONFIDENT, THRIVING COACH.
It does not take years of training, you can train in your free time, a few hours,
including practice sessions and become highly skilled and experienced within
4-8 months depending on the pace you choose to work at.
Coaches earn well, while having a free schedule to work from anywhere
at any time yet work less hours that a 9-5 job. (The vast majority of coaching
sessions are done virtually over phone or skype so it does not matter where
you live, you can work with clients all over the world.)

The International Coach Federation’s 2016 Global Coaching study shows
that average annual earnings for coaches globally is $51,000 and $61,900 in
North America and that 75% of coach practitioners with active clients say they
expect their number of coaching clients to increase over the next 12 months.
A similar proportion (75%) said they anticipate an increase in annual revenue
from coaching. More than six in 10 (63%) said they expect their number of
coaching sessions to increase.
After working in 30+ year career as hair-dresser, Sandy Evenson stepped
into training to be a Tapping Into Wealth Coach, and even with her very first
practice clients, her clients were blown away and asked to hire her! Sandy
says, “I am regularly and easily enrolling clients into 6 month packages, getting

great referrals and am now witness to amazing, divine aha moments in every
session. I have to say that the shift in clients that are astounding, mindblowing! The work is so much deeper than money issues.”
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HERE’S THE THING...
if you dream about more than a hobby…then don’t dabble in modality-level
training in an approach or “this heals everything” technique or a traditional
coaching “winning strategy” or “accountability coaching” model.

This can be the path to a very expensive hobby that can be fun to learn but not
bring the kind of BIG results that makes this career fun,fulfilling and lucrative!
Instead, uplevel by investigating training that is PROVEN to go further:
This kind of training is called “Transformational Coach Training” because
it can be used to help clients achieve any goal and enhances ALL other
strategies, approaches and modalities!

The following pages outline the 7 unique ways that skilled
transformational coaches get “wow” reactions from
their clients AND the 7 Core Elements of training required
to learn how to easily achieve each!
Imagine what is like to hear these client reactions, because if you feel excited
and want that level of fulfilling impact then read on below and to learn what
elements to look for in a training program.
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7 WAYS CLIENTS ARE WOW’D BY
SKILLED TRANSFORMATIONAL
COACHES AND THE 7 CORE
ELEMENTS:
1. (From first meeting) “Wow, you know me, get me,

read my mind, know my struggles”
How to Get this Reaction:
Core Element #1 The training must teach coaches exactly
how to speak with potential clients with CLARITY from the
very first moment – clarity about pain and struggles of their
perfect customer and what they REALLY want at both a deep
and outer level. This kind of clarity makes networking easy it
compels the best clients to come to you already impressed
and very curious.
2. (From first meeting or demonstration) “WOW, you

opened my eyes to something I never connected
before…that totally makes sense!”
How to Get this Reaction:
Core Element #2 The training must teach coaches the
ABILITY to quickly reveal the hidden roots of “inner resistance”
that is stopping the client from achieving their goals and
instead creating struggle, procrastination, or self-sabotage.
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3. (From first meeting or demonstration) “WOW, this is

huge, I never really sit with how much and how long this
has taken a toll on me…and how much it has cost me”.
How to Get this Reaction:
Core Element #3 The training must teach coaches how and
when to stop and hold compassionate space so that client
can have a “moment of consciousness” about the pain and
cost (emotional and dollars) of how they are stuck, and how
long the pattern has actually been going on, and why all the
things they have tried so far have not addressed the problem.
4. (In a private or group coaching session) “Wow, I feel

totally different right now!”
How to Get this Reaction:
Core Element #4 The training must teach a clinically proven
mind/body/nervous system technique that reduces all forms
of inner resistance, self-doubt, fear, self-sabotage with
measurable results that the client can see and feel in the
moment.
5. (Over sessions working together) “Wow, you are

really amazing at this…You are a genius”
How to Get this Reaction:
Core Element #5 The training must teach coaches how to
guide clients masterfully, always confidently knowing what to
do next, in a way that is intentional, compassionate, holds
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a powerful and CLEAR space through the 4 Core Shifts
of Transformational Work: Healing the past roots of Inner
resistance, Opening Belief & Possibility of goals and dreams,
Inner confidence and empowerment and taking focused
consistent action.

6. (Within 3-6 sessions) “Wow, you are never going to
believe what happened/ what I did! AND “Wow, everyone
is coming up to me and commenting/ asking what I am
doing” (Client is acting and speaking, showing up and
experiencing the world differently after the session.)
How to Get this Reaction:
Core Element #6 The training must teach coaches how to
do comprehensive Transformational work beyond a few
sessions, specifically inner confidence and empowerment
(called “HEALING FORWARD”) that transforms clients into
the empowered, powerful version of themselves that they
experience as courage, joy and enthusiasm and is VISIBLE to
others in how the client is showing up, speaking and acting.
7. (Within 6-9 sessions) “Wow, I have never made

progress like this, this is amazing, big things are
happening”
How to Get this Reaction:
Core Element #7 The training must teach coaches how to
attend to clients stated goals and micro-steps to achieve
them, and keep client out of inner resistance and in focused,
consistent, inspired action.
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Those are the 7 Core elements to look for in a Coach
training program…but there are 2 more things to add…
A word about the real world of money and earning…
Coaches (and coaches-in-training) are people too and that means we have
our own inner resistance and blocks to taking action, setting big goals, earning
well and charging our worth.
So…Core Element #8 look for a program that has a BUILT-IN
WAY to delve deep and clear your OWN blocks as you go!
Secondly, learning a coaching skill, even as powerful as Transformational Coaching
is not the same as having the tools to market yourself and build a coaching
business (through networking, giving talks, and putting out great content), or
knowing how to make package offers, charge and create group programs.
So…Core Element #9 look for a program that has DONEFOR-YOU Marketing tools so you don’t to feel like you have
to be salesy, create your own talk from scratch or not know
what to say to captivate people when you introduce yourself.
All of the should be done for you to so you can focus on
your coaching, not on figuring out marketing, and start out
confident, professional and successful!
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IF YOU ARE READY TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT TRANSFORMATIONAL COACHING,
THERE IS SO MUCH MORE TO KNOW!
If yo u a re re a dy t o le a r n mo re a bo u t
Transformational Coaching, there is so much more
to know! Send us your questions or schedule a
conversation with one of our training team coaches
now! Why wait? Your future starts now! You can
always reach us at support@margaretmlynch.com.

